We bring some descriptive-set-theoretical problems into complexity theory. We here deal with the imiformization problem and the separation problem. It is shown that 1) there exists an oracle A such that for some set SEP 
Introduction
The uniformization problem and the separation problem are central subjects in descriptive set theory. We bring these problems into complexity theory. Let SC2" x S" be given, and suppose that a subset U of S satisfies the following condition:
Then, we say "{/ uniformizes 5", and call U an uniformizator for S. U is the graph of a partial function defined on the domain {x:~3y((x, y)eS)} of S. The problem is how to get U from S. This means the following: Let S be a set in a complexity class. Then, in what complexity class can we find an uniformizator for 5? (In descriptive set theory, one of the most famous results on this subject is the Novikov-Kondo-Addison Uniformization Theorem: Every Tl[ set S can be uniformized by a H{ set. ( (The notations used here will be explained in the following sections.)
The separation principle is as follows: Let C be a complexity class. Sep(C) asserts that for any disjoint X, Y E C there is a set Z E C n coC such that XC Z and ZH Y=0. Then, the separation principle for C:Sep(C) holds. Also, we shall present some problems concerning our subjects. §1. Preliminaries
We use the standard notions and notations for complexity theory. Let 2 = {0, 1} be the alphabet and let 2* be the set of all finite strings with the empty string A. We denote strings by u, v, H>, jc, y, ..., and sets of strings by,^4, B, ..., X, y, ... We use the following canonical linear ordering (denoted by <) of all strings:
A, 0, 1, 00, 01, 10, 11, 000, 001, . .. For a string jc, |*| denotes the length of x. Then, |jc| ^ n implies x < 0"
+1
. n is a pairing function on 2""" which is one-to-one, onto, and computable in polynomial time:
jr(jr n (z), JT I (Z)) = Z for any zEZ*, where JT O and n\ are the inverse functions of n which are also polynomial time computable. We abbreviate (jc, y) for ji(x, y). So, the sets S and U used in the introduction may be considered as subsets of 2".
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the complexity classes P, NP, DEXT, NEXT, and PSPACE, and their relativized classes such as P [A] , etc. For more information about properties of these classes, see Balcazar-Diaz-Gabarro's textbooks [BDG 88] and [BDG 90 ]. For a class C, let coC={X: -lA'eC}, where -i X = 2^ -X.
The other notions and notations used in this paper will be explained in the following sections. For more information about descriptive-set-theoretical notions, see [Mo 80]. §2. The Uniformization Problem
We treat with complexity classes of sets of strings such as P, P[A], etc. Let C and K be such classes.
Definition. Unif (C; K) expresses the statement asserting that every set in C can be uniformized by a set in K, namely:
For every 5 E C there is a set U in K which satisfies the following condition 
Proof. Take a recursive A such that K(A) is not in P[A], where K(A) =
. Now consider the bottom curve U A of A:
is the set of all points (jc, y)'s which are above the curve U A . Let R be the set of all points (jc, y)'s which are below or on the curve U A . That is,
;z A jc, z E 4.
However, if {j^, z) E f/^ then |z| ^ |jc| + 1. Therefore, we have Now, let C and E be complexity classes such that E C C, and let B and C be disjoint sets in C. B and C are ^-separable if there is a set R E E such that BCR and jRHC = 0. Otherwise, we say that B and C are E-insepamble. Then, by using a proof-method in [BGS 75], we obtain " time bounded oracle Turing machine. Here, the index / denotes the code of the machine and it is identified with a natural number, and further let 2 C| " be the ith machine's time bound function, where c/ is a constant number. Let A(n) be the set of strings added to A before stage n, and let A(0) = B. We consider some requirements R(i, ;") depending on indicies i and j. R(i, i) is satisfied at stage n if at stage n there is a string x such that both computations of DEf^ and DEf on x are the same and the condition If (/,/)< {fc, m), then we say that /?(/, ;") has higher priority than R(k, rri). Stage n ^0. We satisfy the unsatisfied requirement of highest priority which is vulnerable at stage n. If there is no such requirement, then we skip this stage and let A(n + l} = A(n).
Case 1) Such requirement is R(j\ k), where j + k. We do nothing, and so A(n + l) = A(n). Then, by its vulnerability, there is a string x such that neither NEf nor NE^ accepts x.
Case 2) Such requirement is R(i, i). Run DE? (n} on O rf(/l) . If it rejects [accepts] the input, then add to A(n) the least string of the form Oy [resp. ly] of length e(n) not queried in the computation in order to make A(n + 1). By its vulnerability, there exists such a string. In this accepting computation, if a string H> of length e(n) is queried to A(n), then ask if w <EA. (Recall that the number of w's is ^ 2 0(|r|) .) Subcase 1): no such string w is in A. This computation coincides with a computation of NEf on *. So, NEf also accepts *: jc£5. Hence, we can deterministically decide whether ;cE5 in 2 O( ' V ' ) time relatively to A. Subcase 2): Otherwise. Then, NEf^ on jc queries a string w of length e(n) which belongs to A. Since there is at most only one string of length e(n) in A, by the above method A(n + 1) -A(n) can be computed deterministically in time 2 0(|Y I } and hence so can A(n + 1) -J5. By (18), we can also deterministically decide in time 2 0( '*' ) which of the machines accepts *, NEf ( " +l) Then, the reduction principle for C is that Red(C) holds. Under very mild condition, we have (7') Unif(C) implies Red(C), and Red(C) implies Sep(coC).
We know no information on the reduction principle for familiar complexity classes except for a few things. For examples, 
